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This book explores some of the key challenges
confronting the governance of cities in Africa, the reforms
implemented in the field of urban governance, and the
innovative approaches in critical areas of local
governance, namely in the broad field of decentralization
and urban planning reform, citizen participation, and
good governance. The collection also investigates the
constraints that continuously hamper urban governments
as well as the ability to improve urban governance in
African cities through citizen responsive innovations.
Decentralization based on the principle of subsidiarity
emerges as a critical necessary reform if African cities
are to be appropriately empowered to face the
challenges created by the unprecedented urban growth
rate experienced all over the continent. This requires,
among other initiatives, the implementation of an
effective local self-government system, the reform of
planning laws, including the adoption of new planning
models, the development of citizen participation in local
affairs, and new approaches to urban informality. The
book will be of interest to students, researchers and
policy makers in urban studies, and in particular for those
interested in urban planning in Africa.
Elizabeth Mitchell è una ragazza ordinaria, ma possiede
qualcosa che il principe Enrico Ceraldi desidera a tutti i
costi: è infatti la madre adottiva dell'erede al trono di San
Lucenzo, splendido principato nel mezzo del
Mediterraneo. Enrico dunque non ha dubbi: per tutelare
l'onore del casato deve chiedere la sua mano. Tuttavia si
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tratterà di un matrimonio soltanto di nome e Lizzy non
sarà mai di fatto sua moglie. Peccato che l'affascinante
principe non abbia fatto i conti con la realtà...
This volume focuses on the outstanding contributions
made by botany and the mathematical sciences to the
genesis and development of early modern garden art
and garden culture. The many facets of the mathematical
sciences and botany point to the increasingly “scientific”
approach that was being adopted in and applied to
garden art and garden culture in the early modern
period. This development was deeply embedded in the
philosophical, religious, political, cultural and social
contexts, running parallel to the beginning of processes
of scientization so characteristic for modern European
history. This volume strikingly shows how these various
developments are intertwined in gardens for various
purposes.
Il Piccolo Principe. Agenda 2014Il Piccolo
PrincipeAgenda 2014CreateSpace
Europa, 1814 - Alla vigilia della partenza per il Grand
Tour, Rhys Denham, Conte di Palgrave, si ritrova
inaspettatamente sulla porta di casa Thea Curtiss, sua
cara amica d'infanzia. La giovane, in fuga da un
matrimonio indesiderato, non è più la bambina che lui
ricordava, ma è diventata una donna affascinante e con
una sottile sensualità che lo conquista. E così, senza
quasi rendersene conto, il gentiluomo accetta di portarla
con sé fino a Venezia, dove Thea spera di trovare rifugio
presso una parente. Durante il viaggio l'attrazione tra i
due cresce pericolosamente e lei, che lo ha sempre
amato, finisce nel letto di Rhys con una naturalezza
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disarmante, accettando persino che al termine
dell'avventura tutto finisca. Ma potranno davvero
rinunciare a ciò che è nato fra loro sullo sfondo dei
suggestivi paesaggi di Francia e d'Italia?
Europe’s boundaries have mainly been shaped by
cultural, religious, and political conceptions rather than
by geography. This volume of bilingual essays from
renowned European scholars outlines the transformation
of Europe’s boundaries from the fall of the ancient world
to the age of decolonization, or the end of the explicit
endeavor to “Europeanize” the world.From the decline
of the Roman Empire to the polycentrism of today’s
world, the essays span such aspects as the
confrontation of Christian Europe with Islam and the
changing role of the Mediterranean from “mare nostrum”
to a frontier between nations. Scandinavia, eastern
Europe and the Atlantic are also analyzed as boundaries
in the context of exploration, migratory movements,
cultural exchanges, and war. The Boundaries of Europe,
edited by Pietro Rossi, is the first installment in the
ALLEA book series Discourses on Intellectual Europe,
which seeks to explore the question of an intrinsic or
quintessential European identity in light of the rising
skepticism towards Europe as an integrated cultural and
intellectual region.
The foundation of the American Academy in Rome dates
back more than one hundred years to the early decades
of the last century. Over the years, the Academy has
acquired a study collection of material goods from
antiquity, including coins, statues and figurines, lamps,
stucco and other architectural fragments, jewelry, and
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inscriptions. While most are Roman in origin, some
pieces are Greek or Etruscan. Some were gifts, others
come from long-ago excavations, a few were bought.
The Collection of Antiquities of the American Academy in
Rome, the latest addition to the Supplements to the
Memoirs of the American Academy in Rome series,
focuses on highlights of the collection.
L’America riempie il nostro immaginario come nessun
altro paese. Non vi è giorno in cui, in Europa e in altri
luoghi del mondo, non venga celebrata la più grande
democrazia del mondo, il paese della libertà dove tutto è
possibile, la terra di principi dove tutti sono uguali davanti
alla legge. Ma le cose stanno davvero così, oggi, a
distanza di secoli da quel 4 luglio 1776 in cui nacque
questo grande paese? Michel Floquet ha attraversato in
lungo e in largo gli Stati Uniti d’America e, armato di
fonti, testimonianze, documenti, ha scritto un libro che è
il ritratto di un paese sull’orlo del disastro. I più ricchi,
negli Stati Uniti, non sono l’1 ma lo 0,1 per cento della
popolazione. Centosessantamila famiglie circa, che
detengono da sole quasi un quarto della ricchezza
nazionale. Una casta di nababbi che è unica al mondo, e
ha equivalenti soltanto all’inizio del secolo scorso.
Secondo il principio tutto americano «Meno pago le
tasse, più sono ricco e più posso dare», i ricchi pagano
tra il 15 e il 20 per cento delle tasse, mentre i loro
dipendenti e i salariati in generale tra il 25 e il 30 per
cento. Ogni giorno, nella vita quotidiana del paese,
manca un milione e mezzo di uomini neri. Sono in
prigione o morti prematuramente, per lo più per omicidio.
Nella fascia d’età tra i venticinque e i cinquantaquattro
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anni manca addirittura un uomo su sei. È praticamente il
tasso di perdite di un conflitto. In America, un adulto su
cento si trova in carcere. Un prigioniero su quattro, nel
mondo, è americano. Nessuno fa meglio di così. Né la
Cina, né la Corea del Nord e neppure l’Iran. Vi sono
undicimila morti in media all’anno per colpi di arma da
fuoco. Circa novantamila feriti. Dal 1968 a oggi, più di un
milione di persone sono state uccise con armi. Il tasso di
abbandono scolastico supera il 50 per cento. Alla fine del
ciclo scolastico, appena il 40 per cento degli allievi
raggiunge il livello sufficiente per passare
all’insegnamento superiore, col risultato che il paese è
costretto a importare cervelli dall’estero. Ogni anno il
governo americano, che non fa nulla per i più indigenti,
lasciati alle benevole cure della carità defiscalizzata,
spende la metà del budget del paese in campagne
militari fallimentari. Riassumendo dati inoppugnabili,
viaggiando nel cuore dell’America più profonda, Michel
Floquet ritrae un paese che ha perduto la sua potenza
creatrice... un impero in avaria, che inciampa sui suoi
vecchi demoni, incapace di reinventarsi. Il ritratto di un
impero in avaria. «Il paese della corsa permanente al
dollaro, del ciascuno per sé, senza pietà per i poveri». Le
Monde «Michel Floquet scrive un libro che, lontano dai
cliché sugli Stati Uniti, racconta una triste verità».
Archibald Ploom, Culture-Chronique
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry's The Little Prince remains one of
the most treasured books of all time. This commemorative kit
includes: 3" light-up collectible of the Prince's cherished rose,
set under a clear dome and on a base bearing the story's
most famous quote: "It is only with the heart that one can see
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rightly; what is essential is invisible to the eye." 32-page book
of quotes and full-color artwork from The Little Prince
This open access book can be downloaded from
link.springer.com Legal studies and consequently legal
history focus on constitutional documents, believing in a
nominalist autonomy of constitutional semantics.
Reconsidering Constitutional Formation in the late 18th and
19th century, kept historic constitutions from being simply logbooks for political experts through a functional approach to
the interdependencies between constitution and public
discourse. Sovereignty had to be ‘believed’ by the subjects
and the political élites. Such a communicative orientation of
constitutional processes became palpable in the ‘religious’
affinities of the constitutional preambles. They were held as
‘creeds’ of a new order, not only due to their occasional
recourse to divine authority, but rather due to the claim for
eternal validity contexts of constitutional guarantees. The
communication dependency of constitutions was of less
concern in terms of the preamble than the constituents’ big
worries about government organisation. Their indecisiveness
between monarchical and popular sovereignty was
established through the discrediting of the Republic in the
Jacobean reign of terror and the ‘renaissance’ of the
monarchy in the military resistance against the French
revolutionary and later Napoleonic campaigns. The
constitutional formation as a legal act of constituting could
therefore defend the monarchy from the threat of the people
(Albertine Statute 1848), could be a legal decision of a
national constituent assembly (Belgian Constitution 1831),
could borrow from the old liberties (Polish May Constitution
1791) or try to remain in between by referring to the Nation as
sovereign (French September Constitution 1791, Cádiz
Constitution 1812). Common to all contexts is the use of
national sovereignty as a legal starting point. The consequent
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differentiation between constituent and constituted power
manages to justify the self-commitment of political power in
legal terms. National sovereignty is the synonym for the
juridification of sovereignty by means of the constitution. The
novelty of the constitutions of the late 18th and 19th century
is the normativity, the positivity of the constitutional law as
one unified law, to be the measure for the legality of all other
law. Therefore ReConFort will continue with the precedence
of constitution. (www.reconfort.eu)
This book is dedicated to Anna Wierzbicka, one of the most
influential and innovative linguists of her generation. Her work
spans a number of disciplines, including anthropology,
cultural psychology, cognitive science, philosophy and
religious studies, as well as her home base of linguistics. She
is best known for the Natural Semantic Metalanguage (NSM)
approach to meaning—a versatile tool for exploring ‘big
questions’ concerning the diversity and universals of
people’s experience in the world. In this volume, Anna
Wierzbicka’s former students, old and current colleagues,
‘kindred spirits’ and ‘sparring partners’ engage with her
ideas and diverse body of work. These authors cover topics
from the grammar of action verbs to cross-cultural
pragmatics, and over 30 languages from around the world are
represented. The chapters in Part 1 focus on the NSM
approach and cover four themes: lexico-grammatical
semantics, cultural keywords, semantics of nouns, and
emotion. In Part 2, the contributors connect with a meaningbased approach from their own intellectual perspectives,
including syntax, anthropology, cognitive linguistics and
sociolinguistics. The deep humanistic perspective, wideranging themes and interdisciplinary nature of Wierzbicka’s
research are reflected in the contributions. The common
thread running through all chapters is the primacy of meaning
to the understanding of language and culture.
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"This book studies the role of dragomans (diplomatic
interpreter-translators) in mediating ethno-linguistic, political,
and religious relations between the Ottoman Empire and its
European neighbors from ca. 1550 to ca. 1730. It considers
both their Istanbul-centered social lives, and how the
dictionaries, reports, and visual representations they created
were central to the production of Europeanist knowledge
about the Ottoman world"-‘Ambitious, defiant, angry and gripping . . . the bitter story of
slavery through the experience of four women’ Guardian
'Jackie Kay’s work, formally expansive and inclusive . . . is
always about the opening up of our notions of identity' Ali
Smith, author of How to Be Both In The Lamplighter awardwinning poet and Scottish Makar Jackie Kay takes us on a
journey into the dark heart of Britain’s legacy in the slave
trade. First produced as a play, on the page it reads as a
profound and tragic multi-layered poem. We watch as four
women and one man tell the story of their lives through
slavery, from the fort, to the slave ship, through the middle
passage, following life on the plantations, charting the growth
of the British city and the industrial revolution. Constance has
witnessed the sale of her own child; Mary has been beaten to
an inch of her life; Black Harriot has been forced to sell her
body; and our lead, the Lamplighter, was sold twice into
slavery from the ports in Bristol. Their different voices sing
together in a rousing chorus that speaks to the experiences of
all those brutalised by slavery, and lifts in the end to a soaring
and powerful conclusion. Stirring, impassioned and deeply
affecting, The Lamplighter remains as essential today as the
day it was first performed. This is an essential work by one of
our most beloved writers.
This publication gives a comprehensive assessment of
scientific evidence about risk factors linked to diseases and
human health hazards, which has important implications for
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public health policies. Topics discussed include: childhood
and maternal undernutrition; nutritional and physiological risk
factors; addictive substances; sexual and reproductive health;
environmental and occupational risks, including air pollution,
unsafe water and sanitation, and climate change; the
distribution of risk factors by poverty; data analysis and
results; multiple risk factor assessments; and future research.
This publication comprises of three volumes: two volumes in
hardcopy with a third volume containing annex tables in an
accompanying CD-ROM.
This book provides a comprehensive, state-of-the art review
of HBV infection and liver disease. It discusses new data on
basic and translational medicine, including the viral life cycle,
the immunopathogenesis of virus-induced chronic hepatitis,
viral and host genetic factors affecting disease progression,
and the mechanism of virus-induced hepatocarcinogenesis,
as well as their potential applications in daily clinical practice.
The clinical aspects of chronic HBV infection are examined in
chapters on the global epidemiology, efficacy of HBV
vaccination, natural history, co-infections with HCV, HDV or
HIV, and management of special populations including
children, pregnant women and patients undergoing
immunosuppressive therapy. Further, it describes the
advances and perspectives in the development of novel
antiviral treatments as possible cures for HBV infection. The
book is a valuable resource for medical students, physicians,
and researchers who are interested in managem ent of
patients with chronic HBV infection and investigation of HBV
infection.
My book, The Return of The Little Prince, is a sequel to the
marvelous and whimsical story of my uncle Antoine De SaintExupery, The Little Prince, where myth and poetry mix with
reality and speak to us of the eternal in such an innocent
manner. Both his story and mine are true. They are real
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stories of a quest to find that invisible spark of life which gives
meaning to all there is. I learned the story from within, it was
my aunt Consuelo De Saint-Exupery, an extraordinary person
and the inspiration of Saint-Ex, the Rose of his story, who
taught me to read, not only French in The Little Prince, but
the essence of it as well. She talked to me about Saint-Ex, his
dream world, of his airplane flights, of his moonstruck
reveries, his airplane falls and the spirit that helped him
survive them! Everything in that book was an integral part of
what later happened to me and helped me to find that secret
that now illumines my life. I remember. . . when I was a little
girl, maybe six years old, I learned to read. . . know. . . and
love the Little Prince. Later on, I learned that many others
also did; it was, I believe, the bedside book of James Dean. I
never knew him personally, but I read in an interview of a
movie magazine that he said The Little Prince was his Bible. .
. and I wondered if what drew him to it was the same thing
that I loved about it? What I loved best was the invisible
hidden in between such simple words and its childlike
drawings, for concealed behind the fairytale there was a road
map to a true spiritual experience. Whenever I read the last
page of my uncle's book, I was moved by his sadness and felt
a sense of urgency within me to find that lonely star
landscape. So, I promised myself that one day I would find
the Little Prince and let Saint-Ex know that he was back.
Consequently, since early in life, I learned to close my eyes,
open my heart and. . . began my quest. This tale is the fruit of
my search. It has a happy ending as all good fairy tales have,
for it happened that one day. . . when I least expected it. . . I
found the Little Prince! Thus, I wrote this book, both as a
direct answer to my uncle's plea, to share the good news with
all those who love The Little Prince and as an invitation to
quest to all those who long to find their reality. I have followed
the same format of my uncle's book and also utilized the
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same style of drawings, wrapping my own story of how I
searched and found the Little Prince with as much similarity
as possible to that of his book, for a very good reason: I
couldn't have done it in any other way, for I have loved The
Little Prince since I was a child. My reason has been one of
love, not arrogance, so please exempt me from the
harshness of comparison if you are inclined to do so.

On M. Hulot's Holiday and other films. Settling in
New York City, Phillips published several books of
reportage, among them A Will To Survive (1976),
about Israel, Yugoslav Story (1984), It Happened in
Our Lifetime (1985), and in 1994, Poet and Pilot
Antoine de Saint-Exupery. He has been decorated in
France with the titles of Chevalier and Officier de
l'Ordre des Arts et des Lettres. His photographs
have been shown in numerous exhibitions worldwide
and published in many.
http://dx.doi.org/10.12946/gplh6http://www.epubli.de/
shop/buch/53894"The spatiotemporal conjunction is
a fundamental aspect of the juridical reflection on the
historicity of law. Despite the fact that it seems to
represent an issue directly connected with the
question of where legal history is heading today, it
still has not been the object of a focused inquiry.
Against this background, the book’s proposal
consists in rethinking key confluences related to this
problem in order to provide coordinates for a
collective understanding and dialogue. The aim of
this volume, however, is not to offer abstract
methodological considerations, but rather to rely
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both on concrete studies, out of which a reflection on
this conjunction emerges, as well as on the
reconstruction of certain research lines featuring a
spatiotemporal component. This analytical approach
makes a contribution by providing some suggestions
for the employment of space and time as
coordinates for legal history. Indeed, contrary to
those historiographical attitudes reflecting a monistic
conception of space and time (as well as a
Eurocentric approach), the book emphasises the
need for a delocalized global perspective. In general
terms, the essays collected in this book intend to
take into account the multiplicity of the
spatiotemporal confines, the flexibility of those
instruments that serve to create chronologies and
scenarios, as well as certain processes of adaptation
of law to different times and into different spaces.
The spatiotemporal dynamism enables historians not
only to detect new perspectives and dimensions in
foregone themes, but also to achieve new and
compelling interpretations of legal history. As far as
the relationship between space and law is
concerned, the book analyses experiences in which
space operates as a determining factor of law, e.g. in
terms of a field of action for law. Moreover, it outlines
the attempted scales of spatiality in order to develop
legal historical research. With reference to the
connection between time and law, the volume
sketches the possibility of considering the factor of
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time, not just as a descriptive tool, but as an
ascriptive moment (quasi an inner feature) of a legal
problem, thus making it possible to appreciate the
synchronic aspects of the ‘juridical experience’. As
a whole, the volume aims to present
spatiotemporality as a challenge for legal history.
Indeed, reassessing the value of the spatiotemporal
coordinates for legal history implies thinking through
both the thematic and methodological boundaries of
the discipline."
The report provides an overview of alcohol
consumption and harms in relation to the UN
Sustainable Development Goals (Chapter 1),
presents global strategies, action plans and
monitoring frameworks (Chapter 2), gives detailed
information on: the consumption of alcohol in
populations (Chapter 3); the health consequences of
alcohol consumption (Chapter 4); and policy
responses at the national level (Chapter 5). In its
final Chapter 6, the imperative for reducing harmful
use of alcohol in a public health perspective is
presented. In addition, the report contains country
profiles for WHO Member States and appendices
with statistical annexes, a description of the data
sources and methods used to produce the estimates
and references.
A pioneering work in oral history, this book tells the
story of the rise and fall of the industrial revolution
and the apogee and crisis of the labor movement
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through an oral history of Terni, a steel town in
Central Italy and the seat of the first large industrial
enterprise in Italy. This story is told through a
combination of stories, songs, myths and memories
from over 200 voices of five generations, woven with
a wealth of archival material.
Discover the magical places of the Harry Potter films
in one-of-a-kind 3-D scenes. Revisit the magic of
Harry Potter through four intricate, multilayered
dioramas that capture beloved locations from the
films. From Hogwarts to Hogsmeade, Diagon Alley,
and the Ministry of Magic, each paper scene is laser
die-cut for precision and gorgeously detailed. Every
scene is accompanied by essential information about
these magical places and fun, behind-the-scenes
facts from the films. Designed to thrill both seasoned
Harry Potter fans and younger children, this volume
is a treasured keepsake for the whole family.
"This volume is not a random collection of papers
presented at the conference but rather a monograph
presenting in a structured manner some of the
topical issues related to this subject. It provides an
overview of various aspects of the current status,
development and practice of rights of access to
information, public participation in decision-making
and access to justice in environmental matters
following their codification as non-binding principles
in Principle X of the Rio Declaration. The book goes
far beyond presenting merely the issues related to
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environmental procedural rights in Europe: it brings
together the expertise of worldwide legal scholars,
representing a wide range of legal cultures, to
discuss the adoption and implementation of
procedural environmental rights in different
jurisdictions and under various legal instruments.
Furthermore, it provides insight into the various
aspects of procedural environmental rights ranging
from theoretical issues of global application to
practical problems at local level"--Back cover.
This book proposes an integrated model of treatment
for Personality Disorders (PDs) that goes beyond
outdated categorical diagnoses, aiming to treat the
general factors underlying the pathology of
personality. The authors emphasize the
development of metacognitive functions and the
integration of procedures and techniques of different
psychotherapies. The book addresses the treatment
of complex cases that present with multiform
psychopathological features, outlining clinical
interventions that focus on structures of personal
meaning, metacognition and interpersonal
processes. In addition, this book: Provides an
overview of pre-treatment phase procedures such as
assessment interviews Explains the Metacognitive
Interpersonal Therapy (MIT) approach and
summarizes MIT clinical guidelines Outlines
pharmacological treatment for patients with PDs
Includes checklists and other useful resources for
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therapists evaluating their adherence to the
treatment method Complex Cases of Personality
Disorders: Metacognitive and Interpersonal Therapy
is both an insightful reexamining of the theoretical
underpinnings of personality disorder treatment and
a practical resource for clinicians.
This collective volume examines the prevalence and
variability of early modern discourses on Europe; it
considers both Latin and vernacular texts from
various fields of study in order to shed new light on
how the concept of Europe evolved in its early days.
Antoine de Saint-Exupery was born in France in 1900,
when aeroplanes were just being invented. He always
dreamt of flying, and when he became a pilot as a young
man, his adventures truly began. He was one of the first
pilots to deliver mail by plane and, along with his fellow
pilots, helped to create new routes to faraway places.
Antoine flew over mountains and deserts, battled winds
and storms, and even tried to break aviation records. He
also crashed a number of times. From his plane he
reflected on life on the earth and in the skies, and this
inspired him to write about his experiences.
The volume brings together a collection of essays on
Jewish-related subjects to celebrate Emanuela Trevisan
Semi’s career and research authored by some former
students, friends and colleagues on the occasion of her
retirement. Drawing upon the many academic interests
and research of Trevisan Semi, one of the most
important European scholars of Jewish and Israel
Studies, the volume discusses the diversity of Jewish
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culture both in the diaspora and in Israel. The
contributors here wrote their pieces understanding
Jewish culture as inscribed in a set of different, yet
interrelated, homelands and diasporas, depending on the
time and space we refer to, and what this means for
communities and individuals living in places as different
as West Africa, Poland, Morocco, and Israel and the
Occupied Palestinian Territories. At the same time, they
discuss the notion of diaspora as being crucial in the
formation of the Jewish cultural identity both before and
after the birth of the State of Israel.
Benjamin G. Kohl (1938-2010) taught at Vassar College
from 1966 till his retirement as Andrew W. Mellon
Professor of the Humanities in 2001. His doctoral
research at The Johns Hopkins University was directed
by Frederic C. Lane, and his principal historical interests
focused on northern Italy during the Renaissance,
especially on Padua and Venice. His scholarly
production includes the volumes Padua under the
Carrara, 1318-1405 (1998), and Culture and Politics in
Early Renaissance Padua (2001), and the online
database The Rulers of Venice, 1332-1524 (2009). The
database is eloquent testimony of his priority attention to
historical sources and to their accessibility, and also of
his enthusiasm for collaboration and sharing among
scholars.
This book offers the first comprehensive study of recent,
popular Italian television. Building on work in American
television studies, audience and reception theory, and
masculinity studies, Sympathetic Perpetrators and their
Audiences on Italian Television examines how and why
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viewers are positioned to engage emotionally with—and
root for—Italian television antiheroes. Italy’s most popular
exported series feature alluring and attractive criminal
antiheroes, offer fictionalized accounts of historical
events or figures, and highlight the routine violence of
daily life in the mafia, the police force, and the political
sphere. Renga argues that Italian broadcasters have
made an international name for themselves by
presenting dark and violent subjects in formats that are
visually pleasurable and, for many across the globe,
highly addictive. Taken as a whole, this book
investigates what recent Italian perpetrator television can
teach us about television audiences, and our viewing
habits and preferences.
Un vero percorso per cominciare a camminare con i
piedi, la mente, l’anima, in armonia con la creazione, il
tempo e la vita. Che cosa ci accade quando cominciamo
a camminare un’ora al giorno nel verde di un parco,
lungo un fiume o in un bosco? Inizia una vera e propria
metamorfosi. Tutte le sfere del nostro essere sono
coinvolte: corpo, mente e spirito. Camminare vuol dire
alleggerirsi, uscire dalle dipendenze emotive, fare ordine
nella propria vita per diventare più forti e consapevoli.
Roberta Russo offre al lettore un vero percorso per
cominciare a camminare con i piedi, la mente, l’anima,
in armonia con la creazione, il tempo e la vita.
The first global history of African linguistics as an
emerging autonomous academic discipline, covering
Africa, the Americas, Asia, Australia, and Europe.
Fashion law encompasses a wide variety of issues that
concern an article of clothing or a fashion accessory,
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starting from the moment they are designed and
following them through distribution and marketing
phases, all the way until they reach the end-user.
Contract law, intellectual property, company law, tax law,
international trade, and customs law are of fundamental
importance in defining this new field of law that is
gradually taking shape. This volume focuses on the new
frontiers of fashion law, taking into account the various
fields that have recently emerged as being of great
interest for the entire fashion world: from sustainable
fashion to wearable technologies, from new remedies to
cultural appropriation to the regulation of model weight,
from advertising law on the digital market to the impact of
new technologies on product distribution. The purpose is
to stimulate discussion on contemporary problems that
have the potential to define new boundaries of fashion
law, such as the impact of the heightened ethical
sensitivity of consumers (who increasingly require
effective solutions), that a comparative law perspective
renders more interesting. The volume seeks to sketch
out the new legal fields in which the fashion industry is
getting involved, identifying the new boundaries of
fashion law that existing literature has not dealt with in a
comprehensive manner.
The release of the film The Little Prince, adapted from
the masterpiece by Antoine de Saint-Exupéry and
produced by Mark Osborne, offers a publisher the
chance to shed new light on this universal work. The
delicate stop-motion animation used in the feature film,
created by cutting and animating pieces of paper, sets
the stage for a poetic re-reading of this timeless classic.
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Both young and old are able to relate to the story of the
little prince and discover for themselves that “the only
way to see is with one’s heart.”

The Little Prince and nbsp;(French: and nbsp;Le
Petit Prince) is a and nbsp;novella and nbsp;by
French aristocrat, writer, and aviator and
nbsp;Antoine de Saint-Exupéry. It was first published
in English and French in the US by and nbsp;Reynal
and amp; Hitchcock and nbsp;in April 1943, and
posthumously in France following the and
nbsp;liberation of France and nbsp;as SaintExupéry's works had been banned by the and
nbsp;Vichy Regime. The story follows a young
prince who visits various planets in space, including
Earth, and addresses themes of loneliness,
friendship, love, and loss. Despite its style as a
children's book, and nbsp;The Little Prince and
nbsp;makes observations about life, adults and
human nature. The Little Prince and nbsp;became
Saint-Exupéry's most successful work, selling an
estimated 140 million copies worldwide, which
makes it one of the and nbsp;best-selling and
nbsp;and and nbsp;most translated books and
nbsp;ever published. and nbsp;It has been
translated into 301 languages and dialects. and
nbsp;The Little Prince and nbsp;has been adapted to
numerous art forms and media, including audio
recordings, radio plays, live stage, film, television,
ballet, and opera.
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Illustrated Version The Little Prince Le Petit Prince
By Antoine de Saint-Exupéry The Little Prince: The
Childrens Classic Novella The Little Prince is a
poetic tale, with illustrations by the author, in which a
pilot stranded in the desert meets a young prince
fallen to Earth from a tiny asteroid. The story is
philosophical and includes social criticism, remarking
on the strangeness of the adult world. It was written
during a period when Saint-Exupery fled to North
America subsequent to the Fall of France during the
Second World War, witnessed first hand by the
author and captured in his memoir Flight to Arras.
The adult fable, according to one review, is actually
"...an allegory of Saint-Exupery's own life--his search
for childhood certainties and interior peace, his
mysticism, his belief in human courage and
brotherhood, and his deep love for his wife Consuelo
but also an allusion to the tortured nature of their
relationship." Though ostensibly styled as a
children's book, The Little Prince makes several
observations about life and human nature. For
example, Saint-Exupery tells of a fox meeting the
young prince during his travels on Earth. The story's
essence is contained in the lines uttered by the fox
to the little prince: On ne voit bien qu'avec le coeur.
L'essentiel est invisible pour les yeux. ("One sees
clearly only with the heart. What is essential is
invisible to the eyes.") Other key thematic messages
are articulated by the fox, such as: Tu deviens
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responsable pour toujours de ce que tu as
apprivoise. ("You become responsible, forever, for
what you have tamed.") and C'est le temps que tu as
perdu pour ta rose qui fait ta rose si importante. ("It
is the time you have lost for your rose that makes
your rose so important.") The fox's messages are
arguably the book's most famous quotations
because they deal with human relationships.
In the late 1630s, Andrea Stuart's earliest known
maternal ancestor set sail from England, lured by the
promise of the New World, to settle in Barbados
where he fell by chance into the lucrative life of a
sugar plantation owner. With George Ashby's first
crop, the cane revolution was underway and would
go on to transform the Caribbean into an archipelago
of riches, establishing a thriving worldwide industry
that bound together ambitious white entrepreneurs
and enslaved black workers. As it grew, this sweet
colonial trade fuelled the Enlightenment and
financed the Industrial Revolution, but it also had
more direct, less palatable consequences for the
individuals caught up in it, consequences that still
haunt the author's past. In this unique personal
history, Andrea Stuart follows the thread of her own
family's involvement with sugar through successive
generations, telling a story of insatiable greed and
forbidden love, of abuse and liberation.
This book is open access under a CC BY 4.0 license
"Francesca Billiani and Laura Pennacchietti draw
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brilliantly and with precision the evolution of the new
architecture and of the national novel (with insights
on translations of international novels), whose
profiles had been shaped from different angles,
especially in the 1930s. These two fields, apparently
so distant one from the other, had never been
analysed in parallel. This book does this and
uncovers several points of contact between the two,
spanning propaganda and theoretical turning points."
—Chiara Costa and Cornelia Mattiacci, Fondazione
Prada, Italy "This book shows convincingly how the
arte di Stato during Fascism was created with the
morality of a new novel as well as architecture. It is
surprising to read how one of the representatives of
State art, Giuseppe Bottai, is also one of the finest
critics of realist novels and rationalist architecture.
More than parallel endeavours, the system of the
arts during the Fascist regime should be viewed as a
series of intersections of cultural, political and
aesthetic discourses." —Monica Jansen, Utrecht
University, The Netherlands Architecture and the
Novel under the Italian Fascist Regime discusses
the relationship between the novel and architecture
during the Fascist period in Italy (1922-1943). By
looking at two profoundly diverse aesthetic
phenomena within the context of the creation of a
Fascist State art, Billiani and Pennacchietti argue
that an effort of construction, or reconstruction, was
the main driving force behind both projects: the
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advocated "revolution" of the novel form (realism)
and that of architecture (rationalism). The book is
divided into seven chapters, which in turn analyze
the interconnections between the novel and
architecture in theory and in practice. The first six
chapters cover debates on State art, on the novel
and on architecture, as well as their historical
development and their unfolding in key journals of
the per iod. The last chapter offers a detailed
analysis of some important novels and buildings,
which have in practice realized some of the key
principles articulated in the theoretical disputes.
Francesca Billiani is Senior Lecturer in Italian
Studies and Director of the Centre for
Interdisciplinary Research in the Arts and Languages
at the University of Manchester, UK. Laura
Pennacchietti is Research Associate in Italian
Studies at the University of Manchester, UK.
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